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ABSTRACT
We analyze static infinitesimal deformations of doubly curved shells using a third-order shear and normal
deformable theory (TSNDT) and delineate effects of the curvilinear length/thickness ratio, R/a, a/h, radius
of curvature/curvilinear length, and the ratio of the two principal radii on through-the-thickness stresses,
strain energies of the in-plane and the transverse shear and normal deformations, and strain energies of
stretching and bending deformations for loads that include uniform normal tractions on a major surface
and equal and opposite tangential tractions on the two major surfaces. In the TSNDT the three displace-
ment components at a point are represented as complete polynomials of degree three in the thickness
coordinate. Advantages of the TSNDT include not needing a shear correction factor, allowing stresses for
monolithic shells to be computed from the constitutive relation and the shell theory displacements, and
considering general tractions on bounding surfaces. For laminated shells we use an equivalent single layer
TSNDT and find the in-plane stresses from the constitutive relations and the transverse stresses with a one-
step stress recovery scheme. The in-house developed finite element software is first verified by comparing
displacements and stresses in the shell computed from it with those from either analytical or numerical
solutions of the corresponding 3D problems. The strain energy of a spherical shell is found to approach
that of a plate when R/a exceeds 10. For a thick clamped shell of aspect ratio 5 subjected to uniform normal
traction on the outer surface, the in-plane and the transverse deformations contribute equally to the total
strain energy for R/a greater than 5. However, for a cantilever shell of aspect ratio 5 subjected to equal and
opposite uniform tangential tractions on the twomajor surfaces, the strain energy of in-plane deformations
equals 95–98% of the total strain energy. Numerical results presented herein for several problems provide
insights into different deformation modes, help designers decide when to consider effects of transverse
deformations, and use the TSNDT for optimizing doubly curved shells.

1. Introduction

Laminated composite shells are widely used in aircraft,
aerospace, marine, automobile, power generation, and chemi-
cal industries. A shell is called shallow (deep) if its rise equals at
most (at least) one-fifth of its smallest planform dimension [1].
A shell is termed thick, moderately thick, and thin if the ratio
of the smallest curvilinear length and/or the smallest radius of
curvature to the thickness is, respectively, at most 10, between
10 and 20, and at least 20 [1].

For thin shallow shells, classical theories, such as Love’s first
approximation theory (LFAT) [2], Donnell’s [3], Sanders’ [4],
and Flügge’s [5] shell theories, among others, accurately predict
their mechanical deformations. The LFAT is based on the fol-
lowing postulates: (i) the shell is thin and shallow, (ii) displace-
ments and displacement gradients are infinitesimal, (iii) the
transverse normal stress is negligible, (iv) a normal to the mid-
surface stays normal to it during the deformation process, and
(v) the shell thickness, h, does not change. It is assumed that h/R
<< 1 and, hence, terms z/R1 and z/R2 are <<1, where z is the
thickness coordinate with the origin at the shell’s mid-surface,
and R1 and R2 are the principal radii of curvature. Postulates
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(iv) and (v) imply that the transverse shear and the transverse
normal strains vanish. Donnell’s [3], Sanders’ [4], and Flügge’s
[5] shell theories are also based on the above five hypothe-
ses. However, they use different approximations for strains and
the shell curvatures. Donnell’s theory [3] neglects gradients of
in-plane displacements in expressions for the shell curvatures.
This makes the theory inconsistent with respect to rigid body
motions. For example, Kraus [6] showed that when a rigid body
rotation is applied to a nonspherical curved shell or an unsym-
metrically loaded shell of revolution, torsion is induced in the
shell. In Sander’s theory [4], expressions for shell curvatures are
modified to ensure that a rigid body motion does not induce
strains in the shell. Flügge [5] expanded the terms 1/(1 + z/Ri)
(i = 1, 2) appearing in expressions of strains as binomial series
and retained terms up to second order in z/Ri.

For thick and moderately thick shells, transverse deforma-
tions may become significant, in which case classical theories
will not provide accurate responses. Reissner [7] pointed out
in 1947 that for sandwich shells with (tEf)/(hEc) >> 1 both
transverse shear and transverse normal deformations should be
considered. Here, t and Ef (h and Ec) equal, respectively, the
thickness and the longitudinal modulus of the face sheet (core).
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Reissner developed a theory with each face sheet modeled as a
membrane and the core as a 3-dimensional (3D) continuum. For
laminates with a sinusoidal pressure of amplitude q applied on
the top surface, Vel and Batra [8] found that the average trans-
verse normal strain near a traction free edge is of the order of
q/E, where E equals Young’s modulus in the fiber direction.

The first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) assumes
constant transverse shear strains across the shell thickness, and
an appropriate shear correction factor is used to account for
nonuniform through-the-thickness shear strains. Higher-order
shear deformation theories [9–13] do not require a shear cor-
rection factor. Reddy and Liu [11], Liew and Lim [12], and
Xiao-Ping [13] developed third-order shear deformation theo-
ries (TSDTs) for analyzing shells’ deformations in which the in-
plane displacements are expressed as complete polynomials of
degree three and the transverse normal displacement is assumed
to be constant across the shell thickness. This leads to a parabolic
distribution of transverse shear strains through the thickness
and zero transverse normal strain. The number of independent
unknowns involved in these theories is reduced to that for the
FSDT by requiring that transverse shear stresses vanish on the
major surfaces of the shell. Xio-Ping [13] incorporated Love’s
first-order geometric approximation and Donnell’s simplifica-
tion.

Shell theories accounting for transverse shear and normal
deformations have been developed, among others, by Hilde-
brand et al. [14], Reissner [15], and Whitney and Sun [16, 17].
Bert [18], Leissa [19], Qatu [1, 20], and Liew et al. [21], among
others, have reviewed shell theories. For a complete list of papers
on shells, the reader should see the website www.shellbuckling.
com developed and regularly updated by Dr. David Bushnell.

For analyzing deformations of laminated shells, either an
equivalent single layer (ESL) or a layer-wise (LW) shell the-
ory is often employed. In the ESL (LW) theory the number of
unknowns is the same as (number of layers times) that for a
monolithic shell. Thus, a LW theory is computationally more
expensive than an ESL theory. However, in an ESL theory the
transverse normal and the transverse shear stresses obtained
from constitutive relations and the shell theory displacements
are generally not accurate and may not satisfy traction conti-
nuity conditions across interfaces between adjoining layers and
traction boundary conditions on major surfaces. These stresses
computed using a stress recovery scheme (SRS), which usu-
ally involves integration of the 3D equilibrium equations along
the thickness direction by starting from a major surface of the
shell, are reasonably accurate. Different ESL and LW thin and
thick plate/shell theories have been reviewed by Carrera [22],
Ambartsumian [23, 24], Reddy [25], Reddy and Arciniega [26],
and Kapania [27].

The SRS described above is a one-step method [28] and has
been employed by Pagano [29] and Rohwer [30], among oth-
ers. It is possible that tractions on the top surface computed
using this scheme starting from the bottom surface do not sat-
isfy the applied surface tractions there. This difference can be
used to measure error in the numerical solution. Tornabene
et al. [31] employed the Murakami function for satisfying the
traction boundary condition on the top surface. The two-step
methods, such as those employed by Noor et al. [32, 33] and
Malik and Noor [34], use iterative techniques to compute the

transverse stresses and satisfy traction boundary conditions at
both major surfaces. Rohwer et al. [28] and Kant and Swami-
nathan [35] have reviewed different methods to estimate inter-
laminar transverse stresses. The state-space approach used by
Tarn and Wang [36] is a one-step method and simultaneously
integrates along the thickness direction the three displacement
components and the three transverse stresses.

Vidoli and Batra [37] and Batra and Vidoli [38] deduced a
variable order plate theory for piezoelectric and orthotropic lin-
ear elastic plates in which the order K up to which terms in
the thickness coordinate, z, are kept is a variable. They called
the plate theory “mixed” (“compatible”) when the constitutive
relations for the plate are derived from the Hellinger–Prange–
Reissner principle (from the plate theory displacement field and
the constitutive relation of the 3D linear elasticity theory [LET]).
Themixed theory exactly satisfies traction boundary conditions
specified on the twomajor surfaces of the plate. Batra andVidoli
[38] showed that for a thick beam results from the mixed plate
theory are in better agreementwith the LET solutions than those
from the compatible theory of the same order. Qian et al. [39]
andBatra andAimmanee [40] have used the compatible (mixed)
theory of different orders to show that in-plane modes of free
vibration in a thick plate are well captured when K = 3. Qian
and Batra [41] have extended the compatible theory to analyze
thermo-elastic deformations. Batra and Xiao [42] have shown
that a LW compatible third-order shear and normal deforma-
tion theory (TSNDT) gives stresses in curved laminated beams
that agree well with those obtained by using the LET. Using
the TSNDT, Shah and Batra [43] found that for a monolithic
clamped square plate loaded with a uniform normal traction on
a major surface, the strain energy of transverse shear deforma-
tions can be about 7% (20%) of the total strain energy of defor-
mations for aspect ratio (i.e., length/thickness) of 20 (10), and
can be as high as 50% for an aspect ratio of 5.

In order to optimally design a doubly curved shell for a given
application, it is important to understand howgeometric param-
eters (e.g., ratio of two principal radii, ratio of the maximum
principal radius of curvature to the curvilinear length, curvi-
linear length/thickness) affect its deformations. Shi et al. [44]
investigated the effect of the ratio of two principal radii of cur-
vature on frequencies of free vibration of monolithic isotropic
doubly curved shells using the LFAT. They found that natural
frequencies increase with an increase in the R2/R1 ratio for a
given R2/l2 ratio and decrease with an increase in the R2/l2 ratio
for a given R2/R1 ratio, where l1 and l2 are the two planform
lengths. Fan and Zhang [45],Wu et al. [46], andHuang et al. [47]
computed analytical solutions for static deformations of lami-
nated doubly curved shells and reported the centroidal displace-
ment of shells for different curvatures. They found that the dis-
placement decreases with an increase in the curvature for a fixed
aspect ratio. The former two studies used the 3DLETand the lat-
ter used a higher-order shear deformation theory (HSDT). For
a monolithic isotropic cylindrical shell, Calladine [48] derived
an expression relating the geometric parameters of the shell
and the ratio of stretching and bending stiffnesses. Kalnins [49]
studied free vibrations of monolithic isotropic spherical shells
using classical bending theory and computed strain energies
due to bending and stretching for each mode. He identified
the vibration mode as bending (stretching) if the strain energy
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due to bending (stretching) is larger than that due to stretching
(bending). He found that frequencies of stretching modes are
independent of the shell thickness but those of bending modes
increase with the thickness, and the frequency of the first
stretching mode is relatively high compared to that of the first
bending mode. We could not find works describing the effect of
geometric parameters on strain energies of various deformation
modes for doubly curved shells deformed under external loads.
This knowledge can help structural designers identify signifi-
cant deformation modes for given loading conditions and opti-
mize geometric parameters of the shell.

Here, we study infinitesimal deformations of doubly curved
shells deformed statically with arbitrary surface tractions
applied on their major surfaces using the compatible TSNDT
and the finite element method (FEM) to numerically solve sev-
eral problems using in-house developed software. For laminated
shells, we use an ESL and one-step SRS to compute stresses. First,
we study for various values of length/thickness and (radius of
curvature)/length ratios deformations of doubly curved lami-
nated shells and compare results from the TSNDT with the cor-
responding analytical 3D LET solutions available in the litera-
ture. Next, we study three example problems for a monolithic
doubly curved shell subjected to (i) a uniform normal traction
on one of the major surfaces, (ii) combined normal and tan-
gential tractions on a major surface, and (iii) equal and oppo-
site tangential tractions on the two major surfaces. For most of
these problems we delineate effects of geometric parameters on
stresses, and strain energies of bending and stretching deforma-
tions and of in-plane and transverse deformations, and compare
predictions from the TSNDT with those from the solutions of
the 3D LET equations.

2. Formulation of the problem

Weanalyze static infinitesimal deformations of a laminated dou-
bly curved shell schematically shown in Figure 1. The shell is
composed of N layers of not necessarily equal thickness. Each
layer is made of a homogeneous, orthotropic, and linear elas-
tic material with adjacent layers perfectly bonded to each other.
The orthogonal curvilinear coordinates (y1, y2, y3) are such that
y1 = constant and y2 = constant are curves of principal curva-
ture on the mid-surface, y3 = 0. The position vectors of a point
with respect to the fixed rectangular Cartesian coordinate axes
(X1,X2,X3) and (x1, x2, x3) with the X3- and the x3-axes paral-
lel to the y3-axis are denoted byX and x in the reference and the
current configurations, respectively. We denote the total thick-
ness and the constant principal radii of curvature of the mid-
surface of the shell by h, R1m, and R2m, respectively, the arc
lengths of the shell mid-surface in the y1- and the y2-directions
by a and b, respectively, and the corresponding planform lengths
by l1 and l2, respectively.

Components Gij of the metric tensor in the reference config-
uration are given by:

Gij = Ai · Aj, Ai = ∂ X
∂ yi

(i = 1, 2, 3), (1)

where Ai · Aj equals the inner product between vectors Ai
and Aj. We note that for the orthogonal curvilinear coor-
dinate system, Gij is nonzero only when i = j. The unit

base vectors (ē1, ē2, ē3) associated with the curvilinear coor-
dinate axes (y1, y2, y3) are ēi = A(i)

H(i)
(no sum on i), where

H1 = (1+ y3
R1
) , H2 = (1+ y3

R2
), H3 = 1, and R1 and R2 are radii

of curvature at the point (y1, y2, y3).
The displacement u of a point is given by u = x − X. The

physical components of the infinitesimal strain tensor in the
curvilinear coordinate system are given by [50]:

∈11 = 1
H1

(
∂ u1
∂ y1

+ u3
R1

)
, ∈22 = 1

H2

(
∂ u2
∂ y2

+ u3
R2

)
,

2∈12 = 1
H1

∂ u2
∂ y1

+ 1
H2

∂ u1
∂ y2

,

2∈13 = 1
H1

(
∂ u3
∂ y1

− u1
R1

)
+ ∂ u1

∂ y3
,

2∈23 = 1
H2

(
∂ u3
∂ y2

− u2
R2

)
+ ∂ u2

∂ y3
, ∈33 = ∂ u3

∂ y3
, (2)

where ∈ii (i= 1, 2, 3) is the normal strain along the yi-direction,
∈12 is the in-plane shear strain, and ∈13 and ∈23 are the trans-
verse shear strains.

In the TSNDT, the displacement, ui, at a point is expressed as
a complete polynomial of degree 3 in the thickness coordinate,
y3:

d (y1, y2, y3) = (y3)i di (y1, y2), (i = 0, 1, 2, 3). (3)

Unless stated otherwise, a repeated index implies summation
over the range of the index. In Eq. (3):

d = [u1 u2 u3]T and di = [u1i u2i u3i]T (i = 0, 1, 2, 3),
(3.1)

where ui0 = ui(y1, y2, 0) (i = 1, 2, 3). One interpretation of
variables is:

ui1 = ∂ui
∂y3

∣∣∣∣
y3=0

, 2ui2 = ∂2ui
∂(y3)2

∣∣∣∣
y3=0

,

6ui3 = ∂3ui
∂(y3)3

∣∣∣∣
y3=0

(i = 1, 2, 3). (3.2)

The 12D vector d̄ = [d0, d1, d2, d3] is referred to as the vec-
tor of generalized displacements at a point on the shell’s mid-
surface.We substitute for ui from Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) to obtain:

∈ = Zi(y3) Ldi(y1, y2) (i = 0, 1, 2, 3), (4)

where

∈= [∈11 ∈22 ∈33 2∈23 2∈13 2∈12]T, (4.1)

and matrices Zi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) and the operator matrix L are
defined in Appendix A, respectively, by Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2).

Similar to components of the strain tensor, we write compo-
nents of the Cauchy stress tensor as a 6D vector:

σ = [σ11 σ22 σ33 σ23 σ13 σ12]T. (5)

The constitutive relation (Hooke’s law) for a linear elastic
material is:

σij = Cijmn∈mn, Cijmn = Cmnij = Cjimn,

(i, j, m, n = 1, 2, 3), (6)
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Figure . Geometry and coordinate system of a doubly curved laminated shell.

where C is the fourth-order elasticity tensor having 21 inde-
pendent components for a general anisotropic material. For an
orthotropic, a transversely isotropic, and an isotropic material,
the independent components of C reduce, respectively, to 9, 5,
and 2.

With respect to the material principal axes, Eq. (6) for an
orthotropic material of layer k becomes:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

σ k
11

σ k
22

σ k
33

σ k
23

σ k
13

σ k
12

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Ck
1111 Ck

1122 Ck
1133 0 0 0

Ck
1122 Ck

2222 Ck
2233 0 0 0

Ck
1133 Ck

2233 Ck
3333 0 0 0

0 0 0 Ck
2323 0 0

0 0 0 0 Ck
1313 0

0 0 0 0 0 Ck
1212

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

×

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∈k
11

∈k
22

∈k
33

2 ∈k
23

2 ∈k
13

2 ∈k
12

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
, (7)

where quantities for the kth layer are indicated by the superscript
k. In the global coordinate axes (y1, y2, y3) Cijmn are computed
by using the tensor transformation rules for the stress and the
strain tensors, and the 6× 6 matrix may be fully populated; e.g.,
see [26]. For the TSNDT, elastic constants in Eq. (7) are the same
as those used in the LET, i.e., they are not modified to satisfy
σ33 = 0 as is often done in the LFAT.

We use the principle of minimum potential energy to derive
equations governing static deformations of the shell:

δ� = δ (W − Wf ) = 0, (8)

where δ is the variational operator, � is the potential energy
of the shell, and W and Wf are, respectively, the strain energy
of deformation and the work done by the external force in the
absence of body forces given by:

W = 1
2

N∑
k=1

∫
�k

(∈k)Tσk d�k, (8.1)

Wf =
∫
Ā
dTf̄ dĀ. (8.2)

Here �k is the region occupied by the kth layer in the ref-
erence configuration, and Ā is the part of the bounding surface
of the shell on which surface traction, f̄ , is specified. Points on
the remainder of the boundary of the domain, �, occupied by
the shell have either null tractions (i.e., are on a free surface)
or have displacements prescribed on them. The work done by
reaction forces at points of the boundary where displacements
are prescribed is not included in Eq. (8) because variations in
the prescribed displacements are null.

We substitute in Eq. (8.1) for σk in terms of ∈k from Eq. (7),
and substitute for ∈k in terms of the generalized displacements
defined on the mid-surface of the shell from Eq. (4). Also, we
substitute in Eq. (8.2) for d in terms of di (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) from
Eq. (3). In the resulting expression for δ�, we integrate with
respect to y3 over the shell thickness to obtain an integral equa-
tion for δ� with the integrand defined on the mid-surface.

The mid-surface of the shell is discretized into a finite ele-
ment (FE) mesh of disjoint 8-node iso-parametric quadrilat-
eral elements. Thus δ� equals the sum of integrals over each
element. Following the standard procedure (e.g., see [43] or
Appendix B) we obtain equations governing static deformations
of the shell as

KU = F. (9)
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Table . Nomenclature for boundary conditions specified at y1 =  or a.

Notation Type BCs in the D LET BCs in the TSNDT

C Clamped u1 = 0, u2 = 0, u3 = 0 u1i = 0, u2i = 0, u3i = 0

S Simply supported σ11 = 0, u2 = 0, u3 = 0 Mi
11 = 0, u2i = 0, u3i = 0

F Traction free σ11 = 0, σ12 = 0, σ13 = 0 Mi
11 = 0 , Mi

12 = 0 , Mi
13 = 0

In Eq. (9) K is the global stiffness matrix, U the global vector of
generalized nodal displacements, and F the global load vector;
their expressions are given by Eq. (B.10) inAppendix B. The vec-
tor F of generalized forces at nodes is work equivalent to surface
tractions applied on the bounding surfaces of the shell. For a FE
mesh of Nnode nodes, before applying essential boundary condi-
tions, the length of vector U equals (12 Nnode) since a node has
12 degrees of freedom.

We consider three types of boundary conditions (BCs) spec-
ified at a point on a shell edge. For example, at the edges y1 = 0
and a, definitions of these BCs in the 3D LET and their equiva-
lence in terms of variables of the TSNDT are listed in Table 1.

In Table 1, the index i takes values 0, 1, 2, and 3, and

Mi
1n =

∫ h/2

−h/2
(y3)iσ1ndy3, (n = 1, 2, 3) . (10)

The displacement (or essential) boundary conditions applied
at points on a shell edge are satisfied while solving algebraic
equations (9).

3. Example problems

When presenting and discussing below results for several prob-
lems,we use themore commonnotation and replace (X1, X2, X3)
and (u1, u2, u3) by (x, y, z) and (u, v, w), respectively.We compare
numerical results computed using the TSNDT with the corre-
sponding 3D LET solutions obtained by either analytical meth-
ods or the FEMwith the commercial software, ABAQUS.Unless
mentioned otherwise, the 3D FE results are obtained using a
uniformmesh of 8-node brick elements with 100 elements along
the x- and the y-directions and 10 elements in the thickness
direction, which corresponds to 336,633 nodal degrees of free-
dom (DoF).

We compute stresses from the constitutive relation and the
shell theory displacements. For laminated shells we find in-
plane stresses (σxx, σyy, σxy) from the constitutive relations
and the shell theory displacements, and compute transverse
stresses (σxz, σyz, σzz) by using the one-step SRS; these are indi-
cated below by labels “C” and “SRS,” respectively. We note that
the in-plane stresses in a FE are evaluated at 3 × 3 quadrature
points and by fitting to them a complete quadratic polynomial

by the least squares method, stresses and their derivatives with
respect to x and y at any point in the FE are computed.

3.1. Convergence of the solutionwith FEmesh refinement

We consider a 0°/90°/0° orthotropic laminated spherical shell
(R1m = R2m = R) with a = b, R/a = 2, h = 10 mm, and a/h =
10, only the outer surface subjected to a uniform normal tensile
traction, q0, and assign following values tomaterial parameters:

E1 = 172.4 GPa,E1/E2 = 25,E3 = E2,G12 = G13 = 0.5E2,

G23 = 0.2E2, ν12 = ν13 = ν23 = 0.25.

Here, E1 denotes Young’s modulus along the Z1 axis, and
G12(ν12) the shear modulus (Poisson’s ratio) in the Z1Z2-plane
where the Z1-, the Z2-, and the Z3- are the material principal
axes. Values of elastic constants with respect to global coordi-
nate axes are obtained by using the tensor transformation rules.

The lamination scheme, α1/α2/.../αN, for a laminate having
N layers with layers 1 and N being the inner and the outer lay-
ers, respectively, implies that fibers in the kth layer are oriented
at angle αk measured counter-clockwise from the x-axis. Unless
stated otherwise, each layer of a laminated shell is assumed to
be of equal thickness. In Table 2, we have listed for the shell
with all edges either clamped or simply supported, values of the
nondimensional deflection, w̄ (0.5a, 0.5b, 0), at the centroid of
themid-surface and the axial stress, σ̄xx(0.5a, 0.5b, 0.5h), at the
centroid of the top surface for six uniform n × m FE meshes
with n and m equaling the number of elements along the x-
and the y-axes, respectively. Unless mentioned otherwise, the
displacement and the stresses are nondimensionalized as: w̄ =
w (h3/b4)E2 /q0 and σ̄ = σ/q0.Wenote that numbers in the col-
umn “Diff.” denote the change in the value from that obtained
with the immediate previous FE mesh.

Results reported in Table 2 imply that with the mesh refine-
ment the deflection converges faster than the axial stress and the
convergence rate does not dependmuch upon the BCs. For sim-
ply supported edges the axial stress at the point (0.5a, 0.5b, 0.5h)
is nearly three times that for the clamped edges, and the deflec-
tion at the point (0.5a, 0.5b, 0) for simply supported edges is five
times that for the fixed edges. For both problems the 23× 23 FE

Table . Convergence of solutions for a °/°/° laminated spherical shell (a= b, R/a= , a/h= ).

Clamped edges Simply supported edges

Mesh w̄×  (.a, .b, ) %Diff. σ̄xx (.a, .b, .h) %Diff. w̄×  (.a, .b, ) %Diff. σ̄xx (.a, .b, .h) %Diff.

×  . — . — . — . —
×  . . . − . . . . − .
×  . . . − . . . . − .
×  . . . − . . . . − .
×  . . . − . . . . − .
×  . . . . . . . − .
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Table . Nondimensional deflection, w̄ (0.5a, 0.5b, 0.5h) x 103, at the centroid of
the outer-surface of the °/° spherical shell.

a/h=  a/h= 

R/a
D LET
[] TSNDT %Diff.

D LET
[] TSNDT %Diff.

 . . − . . . − .
 . . − . . . − .
 . . − . . . − .
 . . − . . . − .
 . . − . . . − .

mesh gives converged values of the two quantities. Unless stated
otherwise, we use the 25 × 25 uniform FE mesh corresponding
to 23,712 DoF.

3.2. Comparison of TSNDT results with those from the 3D
LET

For different values of the length/thickness and (radius of cur-
vature)/length ratios of the laminated doubly curved shell, we
compare the TSNDT predictions with those from the 3D LET.
Values of material parameters are listed in Section 3.1.

3.2.1. Spherical shell
We study deformations of a simply supported 0°/90° cross-ply
laminated spherical shell with a uniform normal tensile trac-
tion, q0, applied only on the outer surface. In Table 3, we have
compared nondimensional deflection, w̄ (0.5a, 0.5b, 0.5h), at
the centroid of the top surface of the shell for a = b, a/h = 100
and 10, and different values of R/a found using the TSNDTwith
that given by the analytical 3D LET solution of Fan and Zhang
[45]. There is at most 2.74% difference between the two sets of
results for R/a = 1 and a/h = 10, and this difference decreases
with an increase in R/a. The shell deflection increases with an
increase in the ratio R/a.

3.2.2. Cylindrical shell
For simply supported [0°/90°/0°/…] laminated cylindrical
shells (1/R2m = 0) subjected only on the outer surface to the
sinusoidal distributed normal tensile traction:

q (x, y) = q0 sin(πx/a) sin(πy/b), (11)

we have compared in Table 4 values of the nondimensional
deflection at the centroid of their mid-surfaces with R1m/a = 4,
b/a = 3, and a/h = 10 and 50 computed with the two theories.
The two sets of results are in excellent agreementwith each other

Table . Nondimensional deflection, w̄ (0.5a, 0.5b, 0) x 102, at the centroid of
mid-surface of a laminated cylindrical shell of N layers with Rm/a=  and b/a= .

N     

a/h=  -D LET [] . . . . .
TSNDT . . . . .
%Diff. . − . − . − . − .

a/h=  -D LET [] . . . . .
TSNDT . . . . .
%Diff. − . . . . .

Table . Nondimensional stresses in the °/° doubly curved shell with a = b,
a/h= , Rm/a= , and Rm/Rm = .

z/h -D LET [] TSNDT %Diff.

σ̄xx(0.5a, 0.5b, z) . . . .
+ − . − . .
– − . − . .

−. − . − . − .
σ̄yy(0.5a, 0.5b, z) . . . .

+ . . .
– . . .

−. − . − . − .
σ̄xz(0, 0.5b, z) . . . .

 . . .
−. . . − .

σ̄yz(0.5a, 0, z) . . . .
 . . .

−. . . − .
w̄ (0.5a, 0.5b, z) . . . .

 . . .
−. . . .

for thin shells. However, for thick shells, they differ at most by
6.71%.

3.2.3. Doubly curved shells with different radii of curvature
Wenow consider a simply supported 90°/0° cross-ply laminated
doubly curved shell with a = b, a/h = 10, R1m/a = 5, h = 10
mm, R2m/R1m = 2, and subjected only on the outer surface to
sinusoidal distributed tensile traction given by Eq. (11).We have
listed in Table 5 the nondimensional deflection and stresses at
various locations through the shell thickness obtained by the two
theories. For the TSNDT, the transverse stresses are computed
using the SRS. The two sets of results differ by at most 5% imply-
ing that for this problem also the TSNDT with the SRS gives
through-the-thickness stresses close to those obtained from the
3D LET [47].

3.3. Clamped isotropic shell subjected to uniform normal
traction on the outer surface

3.3.1. Comparison with the 3D LET solution
3.3.1.1. Spherical shell. Westudy deformations of a clamped
spherical shell made of an isotropic material with h = 10 mm,
a/h = 10, a = b, R/a = 5, E = 210GPa, ν = 0.3, and a
uniformly distributed tensile normal traction, q0 = 10 MPa,
applied only on the outer surface. In Figure 2, we have plotted
the displacement, w (x, b/2, 0), of points on themid-surface of
the shell along the line y= b/2 obtained by using theTSNDTand
the 3DLET solution computedwith the FEM; the inset in the fig-
ure is a schematic of the problem studied. Results from the two
theories agree well with each other having at most 0.3% differ-
ence between them. Stressesσxx(0.5a, 0.5b, 0.5h) and σxz(0.055a,
0.5b, 0) in the 3D LET solutions with uniform 100 × 100 × 10
and 80× 80× 10meshes differed by only 0.07 and 0.6%, respec-
tively.

In Figure 3a, we have exhibited through-the-thickness distri-
butions of the axial stress, σxx, and the transverse normal stress,
σzz, along the transverse normal passing through the centroid
of the mid-surface. The axial stresses computed from the two
theories differ by 0.82 and 0.42% at z = h/2 and –h/2, respec-
tively. Because of the shell curvature, magnitudes of the axial
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Figure . For a clamped spherical shell made of an isotropic material and sub-
jected to a uniform normal tensile traction on the outer surface, variation of the
z-displacement along the curvilinear line y= b/ on the shell mid-surface.

tensile and the axial compressive stresses at corresponding
points on the outer and the inner surfaces of the shell are dif-
ferent. The TSNDT transverse normal stress obtained directly
from the constitutive relation does not exhibit the “boundary
layer phenomenon” near major surfaces as predicted by the 3D
LET and differs from the applied normal traction at the outer
surface by 20%. However, this error is reduced to 2.7% and the
boundary layer effect is captured when σzz is computed using
the SRS. In Figure 3b, we have depicted through-the-thickness
variations of the transverse shear stress, σxz, along the transverse

Figure . For a clamped spherical shell made of an isotropic material and loaded
with a uniform normal tensile traction q0 on the outer surface, through-the-
thickness distributions of (a) σ̄xx (0.5a, 0.5b, z) and σ̄zz (0.5a, 0.5b, z), and (b)
σ̄xz at points (.a, .b, z) and (.a, .b, z). The stresses are normalized by q0.

Figure . For a clamped doubly curved shell made of an isotropicmaterial and sub-
jected to a uniform normal tensile traction q0 on the outer surface, through-the-
thickness distributions of σ̄xx (0.5a, 0.5b, z) and σ̄xz (.a, .b, z). The stresses
are normalized by q0 .

normal near and away from the edge x = 0, passing through
the points (0.055a, 0.5b, 0) and (0.25a, 0.5b, 0), respectively. It is
evident that for both cases the TSNDT SRS stresses differ from
the 3D LET stresses by at most 2.8% at z = 0. The transverse
shear stress at the point (0.055a, 0.5b, 0) near the edge equals
about 2.5 times that at the interior point (0.25a, 0.5b, 0). We
note that the zero tangential traction boundary conditions at
points (0.055a, 0.5b,±h/2) near the clamped edge x= 0 are well
satisfied when σxz is computed with the TSNDT and the SRS.
However, these boundary conditions are well satisfied at points
(0.25a, 0.5b,±h/2) away from the edge x= 0 whether or not the
SRS is used.

3.3.1.2. Doubly curved shell with two different radii of
curvature. In Figure 4, we have portrayed through-the-
thickness distributions of σxx and σxz along the transverse nor-
mal passing through points (0.5a, 0.5b, 0) and (0.055a, 0.5b,
0), respectively, for the problem studied in Subsection 3.3.1.1
but now with R1 = 3a and R2 = 2R1. The distributions of σxx
obtained from the TSNDT and the 3D LET agree well with each
other having themaximumdifference of 1.5% at z= –h/2. How-
ever, at points (0.055a, 0.5b, ±h/2) near the edges on the two
major surfaces of the shell, the traction boundary condition is
well satisfied only if σxz is computed using the SRS. The maxi-
mum difference between the two values of σxz at points (0.055a,
0.5b, z) obtained using the SRS and the 3D LET is 1.37%.

3.3.1.3. Cylindrical shell. We now study deformations of a
cylindrical clamped shell (1/Rm2 = 0) composed of an isotropic
material having h = 10 mm, b/a = 2, a/h = 10, and Rm1/a =
1, E = 210GPa, ν = 0.3, and subjected to a compressive verti-
cal traction (i.e., parallel to the Cartesian X3-axis) of magnitude
q0 = 10 MPa on the outer surface only. Thus, in the curvilinear
(xyz) coordinate system this corresponds to combined normal
(along the z-axis) and tangential (along the x-axis) nonuniform
surface tractions. We have depicted in Figure 5 the z- and the
x-displacements along the line y = b/2 on the mid-surface of
the shell computed using the TSNDT and the 3D LET; the inset
shows a schematic of the problem studied. It should be clear that
the two sets of results agree well with each other having themax-
imum difference of 0.15% in w at x/a= 0.5 and 1.67% in u at x/a
= 0.21 and 0.79.

We have portrayed in Figure 6a through-the-thickness distri-
butions of the in-plane axial stresses (σxx, σyy) and in Figure 6b
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Figure . For a clamped cylindrical shell made of an isotropic material and sub-
jected to a compressive load along the X-direction on the outer surface only, x-
and z-displacements along the line y= b/ on the mid-surface of the shell.

Figure . For a clamped cylindrical shell made of an isotropic material and sub-
jected to a compressive load along the X-direction on the outer surface only,
through-the-thickness distributions of (a) σxx and σyy at (.a, .b, z) and (b) σxz
and σzz at (.a, .b, z). The stresses are normalized by q0 .

the transverse stresses (σxz, σzz) along the transverse normal
passing through points (0.5a, 0.5b, 0) and (0.25a, 0.5b, 0),
respectively. The differences in the magnitude of σxx at the cen-
troid of the outer and the inner surfaces computed from the
TSNDTand the 3DLETare 1.86 and 0.81%, respectively, and the
corresponding differences for σyy are 0.25 and 2.52%. The trans-
verse stresses computed using the TSNDT and the SRS satisfy
the traction boundary conditions with only 0.57 and 1.3% error
in the normal and the tangential traction at the point (0.25a,
0.5b, 0.5h) on the outer surface.

3.3.2. Effect of shell’s curvature on stress distributions
In Figures 7a and 7b, we have depicted through-the-thickness
distributions of σxx along the transverse normal passing through
the centroid of the mid-surface and σxz computed using the SRS
along points (0.055a, 0.5b, z) for clamped spherical shells stud-
ied in subsection 3.3.1.1. but R/a = 1, 2, 3, 10, 50. The inset in
Figure 7a depicts curves of intersection of shell’s mid-surfaces

Figure . For a clamped spherical shell composed of an isotropic material and sub-
jected to uniform normal tensile traction q0 on the outer surface, through-the-
thickness distributions of (a) σ̄xx (0.5a, 0.5b, z) and (b) σ̄xz at (.a, .b, z) for
different values of R/a. The stresses are normalized by q0.

batra
Sticky Note
no period after 3.3.1.1
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with a plane X2 = constant. These results reveal that with an
increase in the shell curvature, the plane of zero axial stress shifts
towards the inner surface of the shell; thus, the portion of the
shell in axial tension increases as compared to that in axial com-
pression. For R/a = 1, the axial stress at all points on the trans-
verse normal passing through the point (0.5a, 0.5b, 0) is tensile.
Themagnitude of the ratio of the axial stresses at the top and the
bottom surfaces increases from 1.06 for R/a = 50 to 10.94 for
R/a = 1. It is found that the magnitude of the transverse shear
stress increases with a decrease in the shell curvature. However,
the rate of increase in the magnitude of σxz slows down with an
increase in the value of R/a. The magnitude of σxz at z = 0 for
R/a = 50 is 2.54 and 1.02 times the corresponding value for R/a
= 1 and 10, respectively.

3.3.3. Effect of the loading on stress distributions
For the problem studied in Subsection 3.3.1.3, we now consider
four different applied loads, i.e., a uniform traction of magni-
tude 10 MPa on either the outer or the inner surface only point-
ing either radially (along the negative z-axis) or vertically (along
the negative X3-axis) downwards; these loads are denoted by qr
and qv, respectively. For tractions along theX3-axis, both normal
and tangential tractions act on the shell surface. In Figures 8a
and 8b, we have depicted through-the-thickness distributions of
the axial stress, σxx, and the transverse shear stress, σxz, in the
plane y = b/2 along the sections x = 0.5a and 0.25a, respec-
tively. It is found that when the shell is subjected to the radial
(vertical) load on the outer surface, the plane of zero axial stress
intersects the transverse normal passing through the centroid
of the mid-surface at z = –0.46h (–0.385h). Thus, a larger por-
tion of the shell is in axial tension for the vertical traction as
compared to that for the radial traction. The magnitudes of the
maximum tensile and compressive axial stresses at the centroids
of the inner and the outer surfaces for the vertical traction equal,
respectively, 2.73 and 0.89 times that for the radial traction. Fur-
thermore, due to the shell curvature, when the radial or the
vertical traction is applied on the inner surface, the axial stress
induced in the shell is different from that when the same traction
is applied on the outer surface. When the inner surface is sub-
jected to the radial traction,magnitudes of σxx at centroids of the
inner and the outer surfaces, respectively, are 2.21 and 0.84 times
that for the same traction applied on the outer surface, and
the corresponding ratios for the vertical traction are 1.56 and
0.97.

Similarly, distributions of the transverse shear stress for the
four applied tractions are different. When the traction is applied
on the outer (inner) surface, the ratio of the magnitude of σxz
at z = 0 for the vertical load to that for the radial load is
1.59 (0.86). Moreover, when the outer surface is subjected to
the radial (vertical) load the magnitude of σxz at z = 0 is 1.06
(1.96) times that when the inner surface is subjected to the
same load. Although not shown here for the sake of brevity,
it is found that the axial stress changes only the sign with a
negligible change in the magnitude when only direction of the
applied load is changed for each of the four traction boundary
conditions.

Figure . For a clamped cylindrical shell made of an isotropic material and
subjected to four different loadings, through-the-thickness distributions of (a)
σxx (0.5a, 0.5b, z) and (b)σxz (.a, .b, z). Stresses are normalizedby themag-
nitude of the applied traction.

3.3.4. Effect of geometric parameters on the strain energy of
deformation

The total strain energy, W, of deformation is given by:

W =
6∑

j=1

Wj, (12)

where

W1 = 1
2

N∑
k=1

∫
�k
σ k
xx ∈k

xx d�
k, W2 = 1

2

N∑
k=1

∫
�k
σ k
yy ∈k

yy d�k,

W3 =
N∑
k=1

∫
�k
σ k
xy ∈k

xy d�k,
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W4 =
N∑
k=1

∫
�k
σ k
xz ∈k

xz d�k, W5 =
N∑
k=1

∫
�k
σ k
yz ∈k

yz d�k,

W6 = 1
2

N∑
k=1

∫
�k
σ k
zz ∈k

zz d�k. (12.1)

Alternatively, W can be written as the sum of strain energies
of the in-plane (Wi), the transverse shear (Ws), and the trans-
verse normal (Wn) deformations, i.e.,

W = Wi + Ws + Wn, (13)

where Wi = W1 + W2 + W3, Ws = W4 + W5, and Wn = W6.
We substitute for ui from Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) to write physical

components of the infinitesimal strain tensor as:

∈αβ = (y3)b ∈b
αβ, (14)

where

∈b
αβ =

(
ebαβ
2H(β)

+ ebβα
2H(α)

)
,

eb11 = ∂u1b
∂y1

+ u3b
R1
, eb12 = ∂u1b

∂y2
, eb13 = Djbu1j,

eb21 = ∂u2b
∂y1

, eb22 = ∂u2b
∂y2

+ u3b
R2
, eb23 = Djbu2j,

eb31 = ∂u3b
∂y1

− u1b
R1
, eb32 = ∂u3b

∂y2
− u2b

R2
, eb33 = Djbu3j,

D10 = 1, D21 = 2, D32 = 3, Dij = 0 (i �= j + 1). (14.1)

In the above expressions, indices b, i, and j take values 0, 1,
2, and 3, and other indices take values 1, 2, and 3. The repeated
index in the parentheses is not summed. We substitute for ∈αβ
from Eq. (14) into Eq. (6) to obtain components of the Cauchy
stress tensor as:

σαβ = (y3)b σ b
αβ, (15)

where

σ b
αβ = Cαβmn ∈b

mn, (15.1)

in which, indices α, β , m, and n take values 1, 2, and 3, and b
takes values 0, 1, 2, and 3.

Thus, Eq. (12) representing the total strain energy of defor-
mation can be written as:

W = Wstretch-in + Wbend-in + Wstretch-tr + Wbend-tr + Wcouple,

(16)
where Wstretch-in and Wbend-in are strain energies of stretching
and bending deformations, respectively, corresponding to the
in-plane strains, Wstretch-tr and Wbend-tr, are those correspond-
ing to the transverse strains, andWcouple is the strain energy due
to coupling between stretching and bending deformations; their
expressions are given below:

Wstretch-in = 1
2

N∑
k=1

∫
�k

[
(y3)m(y3)n(σm

11 ∈n
11 +2σm

12 ∈n
12

+ σm
22 ∈n

22)
]
d�k (m, n = 0, 2)

Table . Strain energy, W, of deformation andwork done, We, by the external force
for shells with a= b=  cm.

a/h Rm/a Rm/Rm We (mJ) W (mJ) %Error

     .
   .
   .

     − .
   − .
   − .

Wbend-in = 1
2

N∑
k=1

∫
�k

[
(y3)m(y3)n(σm

11 ∈n
11 +2σm

12 ∈n
12

+ σm
22 ∈n

22)
]
d�k (m, n = 1, 3)

Wstretch-tr = 1
2

N∑
k=1

∫
�k

[
(y3)m(y3)n(2σm

13 ∈n
13 +2σm

23 ∈n
23

+ σm
33 ∈n

33)
]
d�k (m, n = 1, 3)

Wbend-tr = 1
2

N∑
k=1

∫
�k

[
(y3)m(y3)n(2σm

13 ∈n
13 +2σm

23 ∈n
23

+ σm
33 ∈n

33)
]
d�k (m, n = 0, 2)

Wcouple = 1
2

N∑
k=1

∫
�k

[
(y3)p(y3)qσ

p
ij ∈q

ij +(y3)r(y3)sσ r
ij ∈s

ij
]

d�k (i, j = 1, 2, 3; p, s = 0, 2; q, r = 1, 3)
(16.1)

We note that for a plate Wcouple equals zero.
We consider a clamped doubly curved shell with a = b =

10 cm, made of an isotropic material with E = 210GPa, ν =
0.3, and subjected to a uniform normal tensile traction, q0 =
10 MPa, on its outer surface only, and investigate effects of the
aspect ratio, a/h, the normalized radius of curvature, R1m/a,
and the curvature ratio, R2m/R1m, of the shell on strain energies
of different deformations. For static elastic deformations of the
shell, the total strain energy of deformation, W, equals the work
done by external forces, We. It should be clear from values listed
in Table 6 that W and We differ by at most 3.14%. This further
verifies the accuracy of the computed results.

3.3.4.1. Strain energies of in-plane and transverse
deformations.
3.3.4.1.1. Effect of aspect ratio. We first assume R1m = R2m
= R and illustrate in Figure 9a the effect of the aspect ratio, a/h,
for three values of the radius of curvature, R/a = 1, 10 and ∞
(plate), on strain energies of in-plane and transverse deforma-
tions. Unless mentioned otherwise, strain energies of different
deformation modes plotted in the following several figures are
normalized with respect to the total strain energy of deforma-
tion,W, for each configuration of the shell. Values ofW for shells
with R/a = 1 and 10 and different aspect ratios listed in Table 7
indicate that for the spherical shell with given a and R, the total
strain energy of deformation increases with an increase in the
aspect ratio. It is clear from plots of Figure 9a that, for a given
curvature, the strain energy of in-plane deformations increases
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Figure . Variation with (a) the aspect ratio, a/h, and (b) the normalized radius
of curvature, R/a, of normalized values of strain energies of deformation due to
in-plane, transverse shear, and transverse normal deformations for a monolithic
clamped spherical shellmadeof an isotropicmaterial subjected to a uniformnormal
tensile traction on the outer surface. Plotted energies are normalized with respect
to W (listed in Tables  and ) for each configuration of the shell.

and that of transverse shear and transverse normal deforma-
tions decreases with an increase in the aspect ratio.We note that
the strain energies,W4, W5, andW6, of transverse deformations
have been computed with stresses found using the SRS and the
corresponding strains by pre-multiplying the stress tensor with
the compliance matrix. For R/a = 1 and a/h = 5, the contri-
butions to the normalized total strain energy of deformation
from in-plane and transverse shear deformations are 73.2 and
23.8%, respectively. For a/h > 20, strain energies due to trans-
verse shear deformations become negligible and those due to in-

Table . Total strain energy of deformation, W (mJ), for spherical shells with differ-
ent values of the aspect ratio; (a= b=  cm).

a/h            

R/a=             
R/a=             

Table . Total strain energy of deformation, W (mJ), for clamped spherical shells
with different values of the radius of curvature; a= b=  cm.

R/a          

a/h=           
a/h=           

plane deformations dominate. This agrees with results of [51]
in that for a/h > 20 predictions from shear deformation theo-
ries converge to those from the classical theory, which neglects
transverse shear deformations. The strain energies of the shell
with R/a = 10 nearly equal those for the plate. We note that
results for the plate included in Figure 9a are from our earlier
work [43].
3.3.4.1.2. Effect of the shell curvature. Wehave demonstrated
in Figure 9b for the clamped spherical shell the effect of the nor-
malized radius of curvature, R/a, for two values of the aspect
ratio, a/h = 5 and 10, on two components of the strain energy
of deformation. With an increase in R/a (i.e., a decrease in the
curvature), the strain energy of in-plane deformations decreases
and that of transverse shear and transverse normal deformations
increases. However, the rate of decrease and increase in Wi and
Ws, respectively, slows down with an increase in the magnitude
of R/a. For example, for the shell with a/h= 10 the contribution
to the normalized total strain energy of deformation from in-
plane deformations decreases from94.3% forR/a= 1 to 80.7 and
79.5% for R/a = 5 and 10, respectively. For all shell configura-
tions studied, the strain energy due to transverse normal defor-
mations is found to be less than 3% of the total strain energy. In
Table 8, we have reported for spherical shells with a/h = 5 and
10 values of W for different R/a ratios.
3.3.4.1.3. Effect of the curvature ratio. We now consider the
shell with R1m/a = 1, and different values of R2m > R1m. In
Table 9, we have listed values of W for these shells. For a thick
shell with a/h= 5, values of R2/R1 between 2 and 5 have a negli-
gible effect onW.However, for a shell with a/h= 10, the value of
W increases from 648 to 730 mJ with an increase in R2/R1 from
2 to 5. In Figure 10, we have portrayed the effect of the curva-
ture ratio, R2m/R1m, on strain energies of the in-plane and the
transverse deformations for a/h = 5 and 10. It is found that the
strain energy of the in-plane deformations decreases and that
of the transverse shear and the transverse normal deformations
increaseswith an increase in the curvature ratio. The normalized
value of Wb decreases by 4.8 and 12.6% in going from R2m/R1m
= 1 to 5 for a/h= 10 and 5, respectively, while the corresponding
increase in the normalized values of Wi are 40.4 and 28.7%. For
a/h = 5 and R2m/R1m = 5, the strain energy of transverse shear
deformations accounts for 35.8% of the total strain energy of
deformation.

Table . Total strain energy of deformation, W (mJ), for doubly curved shells with
different ratios of the radii of curvature; (a= b=  cm).

R/R    

a/h=     
a/h=     

batra
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Figure . Variationwith the curvature ratio, Rm/Rm, of thenormalized strain ener-
gies of deformation due to in-plane, transverse shear, and transverse normal defor-
mations for amonolithic clamped doubly curved shellmade of an isotropicmaterial
subjected to a uniformnormal tensile traction on the outer surface. Plotted energies
are normalized with respect to W (listed in Table ) for configuration of the shell.

3.3.4.2. Strain energies of stretching andbending deformations.
3.3.4.2.1. Effect of the shell curvature. For a spherical shell
with a/h = 10 and 5 we have plotted in Figures 11a and 11b,
respectively, the effect of the ratio R/a on strain energies of
stretching and bending deformations. We note that Wstretch
= Wstretch-in + Wstretch-tr and Wbend = Wbend-in + Wbend-tr.
It is found that for a given aspect ratio, the strain energy of
bending (stretching) deformations increases (decreases) with
an increase in R/a. However, the rate of increase (decrease)
in Wbend (Wstretch) slows down with an increase in R/a. For
example, for the shell with a/h = 5, the normalized value of
Wbend (Wstretch) is 50.5% (51.2%) when R/a = 1 and it increases
(decreases) to 95.6% (4.5%) and 98.6% (1.5%) when R/a= 5 and
10, respectively. For the shell with a/h = 10, contributions from
Wbend andWstretch to the total strain energy of deformations are
29.5 and 70.8%, respectively, for R/a = 1 and the corresponding
values for R/a = 10 are 98 and 2%.

It is observed that for the shell with a/h= 10, the contribution
to Wbend from in-plane deformations is higher than that from
transverse deformations. However, for the thick shell (a/h = 5),
in-plane and transverse deformations contribute about equally
to the total strain energy of bending deformations. For example,
when R/a= 10 bending deformations due to in-plane and trans-
verse strains account for 77.5 and 20.5%, respectively, of the total
strain energy of deformation for a/h= 10 and the corresponding
values for a/h = 5 are 48.3 and 50.2%.

The strain energy of stretching deformations due to trans-
verse strains, Wstretch-tr, is at most 2.2% and the magnitude
of Wcouple representing the interaction between stretching and
bending deformations is at most 1.7%, which is negligible as
compared to other components of the strain energy; these max-
imum values correspond to the shell with R/a = 1 and a/h =
5.
3.3.4.2.2. Effect of the aspect ratio. We have elucidated in
Figures 12a and 12b the effect of the aspect ratio, a/h, on strain
energies of stretching and bending deformations for a spheri-
cal shell with R/a = 10 and 1, respectively. It is clear that the
strain energy of stretching (bending) deformations increases
(decreases) with an increase in the aspect ratio. For the shell

Figure . Variation with the normalized radius of curvature, R/a, of the normalized
values of strain energies of deformation due to stretching and bending deforma-
tions for a monolithic clamped spherical shell made of an isotropic material with
(a) a/h= , (b) a/h= , and subjected to a uniform normal tensile traction on the
outer surface. Plotted energies are normalized with respect to W (listed in Table )
for each configuration of the shell.

with R/a= 10, (Wbend, Wstretch)= (98.5%, 1.5%) ofWwhen a/h
= 5 and equals (69.6%, 30.4%) of W when a/h = 50. Note that
the effect of transverse deformations has been included in these
two energies. For the deep shell (R/a = 1), the rate of increase
(decrease) ofWstretch (Wbend) slows downwith an increase in the
magnitude of a/h. For example, Wstretch increases from 0.512W
for a/h = 5 to 0.9W and 0.945W for a/h = 25 and 50, respec-
tively.

For an isotropic cylindrical shell (R2 = R, 1/R1 = 0), Calla-
dine [48] computed the ratio of the stretching and the bend-
ing stiffnesses as ξ = 12

π4
a4(1−v2)
R2h2 [1 + (a/b)2]−4. Thus, for a shell

with ν = 0.3, R/a = 1, and a = b, the stretching stiffness will
exceed 10 times the bending stiffness when a/h> 37. The corre-
sponding aspect ratio for the spherical shell for the strain energy
of stretching deformations to exceed that of bending deforma-
tions is found to be about 30 from the plots of Figure 12b. Fur-
thermore, the expression for ξ suggests that for fixed values of a
and b, the stretching stiffness dominates over the bending stiff-
ness as either the aspect ratio increases for a given curvature or
the curvature increases for a given aspect ratio.

The strain energy of stretching deformations is mainly due
to in-plane strains with negligible contribution from that due to
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Figure . Variation with the aspect ratio, a/h, of the normalized values of strain
energies of deformation due to stretching and bending deformations for a mono-
lithic clamped spherical shell made of an isotropicmaterial with (a) R/a= , (b) R/a
= , and subjected to a uniformnormal tensile traction on the outer surface. Plotted
energies are normalized with respect to W (listed in Table ) for each configuration
of the shell.

transverse strains. The contribution to the strain energy of bend-
ing deformations from the transverse strains decreases mono-
tonically with an increase in the aspect ratio. For example,
Wbend-tr/W for R/a = 10 and 1, respectively, equals 50.2 and
24.3%when a/h= 5 and decreases to 9.9 and 1%when a/h= 15.
However, with an increase in the aspect ratio, the strain energy of
bending deformations due to in-plane strains increases for a/h
� β and decreases for a/h > β , where β equals 25 and 7 for
R/a = 10 and 1, respectively.

3.4. Cantilever isotropic shell subjected to equal and
opposite uniformly distributed tangential tractions
on the outer and the inner surfaces

These problems are motivated by the observation that during
entry of a ship or a boat hull into water both tangential and
normal tractions act on the hull/water interface. Similarly,
surfaces of a fish moving in water are subjected to both normal
and tangential tractions. For linear problems, the principle of
superposition enables one to study separately problems for
normal and tangential tractions.

Figure . For a cantilever shellmadeof an isotropicmaterial and subjected to equal
and opposite uniform tangential tractions on the outer and the inner surfaces: (a)
x- and z-components of displacement along the line y= b/ on the mid-surface of
the shell and (b) deformed shape of the cross-section y = b/ with displacements
magnified by a factor of .

3.4.1. Comparison with the 3D LET solution
We analyze deformations of a spherical shell clamped at the edge
x = 0, with the remaining three edges traction free, having h =
10 mm, a/h = 10, a = b, R/a = 5, made of an isotropic material
with E = 210 GPa, ν = 0.3, and equal and opposite uniform
tangential tractions of magnitude q0 = 10 MPa applied on the
outer and the inner surfaces.We have depicted in Figure 13a the
z- and the x-displacements along the line y = b/2 on the mid-
surface of the shell with their scales on the left and the right ver-
tical axes, respectively, and in Figure 13b the deformed shape
of the cross section at y = b/2; the inset is the schematic of the
problem studied. The results from the TSNDT and the 3D LET
are in excellent agreement with each other having at most 0.5%
difference between them for the two displacement components.

In Figures 14a and 14b, we have portrayed through-the-
thickness distributions of the axial stress, σxx, and the transverse
shear stress, σxz, along different transverse normal sections near
and away from the edges x = 0 and x = a. The axial stress along
the transverse normal passing through points (0.055a, 0.5b, 0),
(0.5a, 0.5b, 0), and (0.945a, 0.5b, 0), respectively, computed
using the TSNDT differs from the corresponding 3D LET solu-
tion at most by 3.1, 1.4, and 2.6%; these maximum differences
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Figure . For a cantilever shellmadeof an isotropicmaterial and subjected toequal
and opposite uniform tangential tractions q0 on the outer and the inner surfaces,
through-the-thickness distributions of (a) σxx(x, 0.5b, z) for x/a= ., ., and
., and σxz(x, 0.5b, z) for x/a = . and .. The stresses are normalized
by q0.

occur at z/h = −0.15, −0.5, and 0.15, respectively. The magni-
tudes of σxx at corresponding points on the outer and the inner
surfaces of the shell are different due to the curvature of the shell.
Furthermore, the magnitude of the axial stress at points (x, b/2,
h/2) located along the line at the intersection of the outer surface
and the cross section y= b/2, for x= 0.055a is about 2 times and
19 times that for x = 0.5a and 0.945a, respectively. The trans-
verse shear stress near the clamped edge obtained from the con-
stitutive relation differs from the applied tangential traction at
points (0.055a, 0.5b, –0.5h) and (0.055a, 0.5b, 0.5h) on the outer
and the inner surfaces by 2.78 and 14.23%, respectively, and the
corresponding differences near the traction free edge, x = a, at
points (0.945a, 0.5b, –0.5h) and (0.945a, 0.5b, 0.5h) are 2.2 and
3.56%, respectively. However, these differences at (0.055a, 0.5b,
0.5h) and (0.945a, 0.5b, 0.5h) reduce to 0.69 and 0.5% when
σxz is computed using the SRS. We note that at the inner sur-
face of the shell σxz computed using the SRS exactly satisfies the
tangential traction boundary condition, since the applied trac-
tion there is used as an initial condition during the integration
of the equilibrium equations. The transverse shear stress com-
puted directly from the constitutive relation differs from the cor-
responding 3D LET solution at most by 12.56 and 9.6% for x
= 0.055a and 0.945a, respectively. However, these differences
reduce to 8.04 and 7.9% when σxz is computed using the SRS.
We have not checked if refining the FEmesh near the edges (i.e.,
using a graded FEmesh) will reduce these differences. Themax-
imum value of σxz in the plane y= b/2 along the transverse nor-
mal section at x= 0.055a is about 3.75 times that for x= 0.945a.

In Figure 15, we have exhibited the variation of σxx along the
length in the x-direction of the shell at y = b/2 and z = 0.45h

Figure . For a cantilever shellmadeof an isotropicmaterial and subjected to equal
and opposite uniform tangential tractions on the outer and the inner surfaces, vari-
ation of σxx(x, 0.5b, 0.45h) along the length in the x-direction of the shell.

computed using the TSNDT and the 3D LET. The two sets of
results agree well with each other. At the clamped edge, the dif-
ference between values of the axial stress computed from the two
theories is 1.44%; this difference reduces to 0.95% at x/a= 0.055
and 0.92% at x/a = 0.5. At the free edge, x = a, σxx accurately
satisfies the zero traction boundary condition. The axial stress
is maximum at a point located on the clamped edge, x = 0, and
decreases with an increase in the distance of the point from the
clamped edge.

3.4.2. Effect of the curvature on stress distributions
In Figures 16a and 16b, we have elucidated the effect of the
curvature on through-the-thickness distributions of σxx and σxz
along the transverse normal passing through the centroid of the
mid-surface and the point (0.055a, 0.5b, 0) near the clamped
edge x = 0, respectively. It is found that the magnitude of σxx
increases, that of σxz decreases, and the plane of the zero axial
stress shifts towards themid-surface of the shell with an increase
in the R/a ratio. However, the rate of increase and decrease in
magnitudes of σxx and σxz slows down with an increase in the
value of R/a. For example, the normalized magnitude of σxx
at the point (0.5a, 0.5b, 0.5h) on the outer surface of the shell
increases from18.1 for R/a= 1 to 30.4 for R/a= 5 and to 30.6 for
R/a = 10. The normalized magnitude of σxz at the point (0.5a,
0.5b, 0) on the mid-surface of the shell decreases from 6 for
R/a = 1 to 1.9 for R/a = 5 and further to 1.6 for R/a = 10.

3.4.3. Effect of geometric parameters on the strain energy of
deformation

We investigate the effect of the aspect ratio and the shell curva-
ture on strain energies of different deformations for the problem
studied in Subsection 3.4.1 with a = b = 10 cm.

3.4.3.1. Strain energies of in-plane and transverse
deformations.
3.4.3.1.1. Effect of the aspect ratio. We have demonstrated in
Figure 17a for a spherical shell the effect of the aspect ratio, a/h,
for R/a= 1 and 10, on strain energies of in-plane and transverse
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Figure . For a cantilever spherical shell made of an isotropic material and sub-
jected to equal andopposite uniform tangential tractions on theouter and the inner
surfaces, through-the-thicknessdistributionsof (a) σ̄xx (0.5a, 0.5b, z) and (b) σ̄xz
at (.a, .b, z) for different values of R/a. The stresses are normalized by q0.

deformationswith their scales given on the right and the left ver-
tical axes, respectively. The results reveal that the strain energy
of in-plane deformations increases and that of transverse shear
and transverse normal deformations decreases with an increase
in the aspect ratio of the shell. For R/a = 1, the in-plane and
the transverse shear deformations contribute 78.2 and 22.2%,
respectively, to the total strain energy of deformation when a/h
= 2. The normalized strain energy of in-plane deformations
increases to 94.5 and 99.7% when a/h = 5 and 10, respectively,
and the corresponding decrease in the strain energy of trans-
verse shear deformations are 5.8 and 3.3%. Thus, the rate of
increase and decrease inWi andWs slows downwith an increase

Table . Total strain energy of deformation, W (mJ), for spherical shells with dif-
ferent values of the aspect ratio.

R/a          

a/h=           
a/h=           

Figure . Variation with (a) the normalized radius of curvature, R/a, and (b) the
aspect ratio, a/h, of normalized values of the strain energy due to in-plane, trans-
verse shear, and transverse normal deformations for a monolithic cantilever spheri-
cal shell made of an isotropicmaterial and subjected to equal and opposite uniform
tangential tractions on the outer and the inner surfaces. Plotted energies are nor-
malized with respect to W (Tables  and ) for each configuration of the shell.

in the aspect ratio. In Table 10, we have reported values ofW for
shells with R/a = 1 and 10 and different aspect ratios.
3.4.3.1.2. Effect of the shell curvature. We have elucidated in
Figure 17b for a spherical shell the effect of the normalized
radius of curvature, R/a, for a/h = 5 and 10 on strain energies
of the in-plane and the transverse deformations; their scales are
shown on the right and the left vertical axes, respectively. It is
found that the contribution to the total strain energy from the
in-plane deformations increases and that from the transverse
shear and the transverse normal deformations decreases with an
increase in R/a. However, the increase in normalized value ofWi
in going from R/a = 1 to R/a = 10 is only 2.9 and 4.3% for a/h
= 10 and 5, respectively. The strain energy of transverse shear
deformations is at most 6% for a/h = 5, 10 and the range of val-
ues of R/a considered. The contribution to the total strain energy
from the transverse normal deformations is negligible as com-
pared to those from other deformations for all configurations of
the shell studied. In Table 11, we have listed for spherical shells
with a/h = 5 and 10 values of W for different R/a ratios.
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Table . Total strain energy of deformation, W (mJ), for spherical shells with different values of the radius of curvature.

a/h              

R/a=               
R/a=           , , , , ,

Table . Total strain energy of deformation, W (mJ), for doubly curved shells with
different values of the ratio of the two radii of curvature.

R/R    

a/h=     
a/h=     

3.4.3.1.3. Effect of the curvature ratio. In Figure 18, we have
illustrated for the shell with R1m/a = 1, and different values of
R2m > R1m, the effect of the curvature ratio, R2m/R1m, on the
strain energy of deformation due to the in-plane and the trans-
verse deformations with their scales shown on the right and the
left vertical axes, respectively. We note that the strain energy of
in-plane deformations increases and that of transverse shear and
transverse normal deformations decreases with an increase in
value of R2m/R1m. For the range of R2m/R1m considered, the in-
plane deformations account for at least 94.5% and the transverse
shear deformations at most 5.8% of the total strain energy. The
normalized value of Wi increases in going from R2m/R1m = 1 to
R2m/R1m = 10 only by 2.6% for a/h = 5 and 10. The transverse
normal deformations do not contribute noticeably to the total
strain energy of the shell. In Table 12, we have listed values of
W for doubly curved shells with R1/a = 1, a/h = 5 and 10, and
different R2/R1 ratios.

3.4.3.2. Strain energies of stretching andbending deformations.
3.4.3.2.1. Effect of the shell curvature. We have illustrated for
a spherical shell in Figures 19a and 19b, the effect of the normal-
ized radius of curvature, R/a, for a/h = 10 and 5, respectively,
on strain energies of stretching and bending deformations. The

Figure . Variation with the curvature ratio, Rm/Rm, of normalized values of the
strain energy due to in-plane, transverse shear, and transverse normal deformations
for a monolithic cantilever doubly curved shell made of isotropic material and sub-
jected to equal andopposite uniform tangential tractions on theouter and the inner
surfaces. Plotted energies are normalized with respect to W (listed in Table ) for
each configuration of the shell.

results imply that the strain energy of bending deformations
increases and that of stretching deformations decreases with an
increase in the value of R/a. For a/h = 10, (Wbend, Wstretch) =
(71.37%, 31.79%) of W for R/a = 1 and these values change
to (95.93%, 4.17%) of W and (98.97%, 1.06%) of W for R/a =
5 and 10, respectively. Thus, the rate of increase and decrease
in Wbend and Wstretch slows down with an increase in the R/a
ratio.

It is found that for R/a = 1 the contribution from trans-
verse deformations to the total strain energy of bending defor-
mations is at most 10.23 and 12.59% for aspect ratios of 10 and
5, respectively, which is small as compared to that from the in-
plane deformations; these values decreasewith an increase in the
R/a ratio. Similarly, the contribution fromWstretch-tr is negligible
as compared to that fromWstretch-in to the total strain energy of
stretching deformations. Themagnitude of the strain energy due

Figure . Variation with the normalized radius of curvature, R/a, of the normalized
values of strain energies of stretching and bending deformations for an isotropic
monolithic cantilever spherical shell with (a) a/h = , (b) a/h = , and subjected
to equal and opposite uniform tangential tractions on the outer and the inner sur-
faces. Plotted energies are normalized with respect to W (listed in Table ) for each
configuration of the shell.
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Figure . Variation with the aspect ratio, a/h, of the normalized values of strain
energies due to stretching and bending deformations for an isotropic monolithic
cantilever spherical shell with (a) R/a = , (b) R/a = , and subjected to equal and
opposite uniform tangential tractions on the outer and the inner surfaces. Plotted
energies are normalized with respect to W (listed in Table ) for each configuration
of the shell.

to interaction between stretching and bending deformations is
0.09W for R/a = 1 and a/h = 5.
3.4.3.2.2. Effect of the aspect ratio. We have exhibited in
Figures 20a and 20b, the effect of the aspect ratio, a/h, on strain
energies of stretching and bending deformations for a spher-
ical shell with R/a = 10 and 1, respectively. It is found that
strain energies of stretching (bending) deformations increase
(decrease) with an increase in the aspect ratio for R/a = 10
with negligible contribution from transverse deformations. For
R/a = 10, the total strain energy is due to bending deforma-
tions only when a/h = 5 and the contribution from Wbend to
W reduces to 80.6% when a/h = 50. For a deeper shell with
R/a = 1, Wbend (Wstretch) decreases (increases) for a/h � 15 and
increases (decreases) for a/h> 15 with an increase in the aspect
ratio. For a/h = 15, the contribution to the total strain energy
from bending and stretching deformations are 64.1 and 37.7%,
respectively, with (Wbend-in, Wbend-tr) and (Wstretch-in, Wstretch-tr)
= (0.554, 0.087)W and (0.352, 0.247)W, respectively.
3.4.3.2.3. Shell geometries for dominant bending deformations.
For the problem studied in subsection 3.3.4.2, we have exhibited
in Figure 21 the variation of the strain energy of bending defor-
mations, Wbend, with the ratio, R/a, for different values of the

Figure . For different values of a/h, variation with the normalized radius of curva-
ture, R/a, of the normalized values of strain energy due to bending deformations for
a monolithic clamped spherical shell made of an isotropic linearly elastic material
and subjected to a uniform normal tensile traction on the outer surface.

aspect ratio, a/h. For a given value of a/h Wbend increases with
an increase in R/a. However, the rate of increase in Wbend, and
when it reaches the saturation value, strongly depend upon a/h.
For example, for a/h = 5 Wbend exceeds 0.975 for R/a 9, but for
a/h= 50Wbend exceeds 0.95 for R/a 35. The inset is a phase plot
of the region in the (R/a, a/h) space and shows that Wbend 0.95
for points below the red curve.

4. Conclusions

Static infinitesimal deformations of doubly curved shells made
of either isotropic or orthotropic linear elastic materials have
been studied using a third-order shear and normal deformable
shell theory (TSNDT) and the finite element method (FEM).
The effects of the shell aspect ratio, the ratio of the two radii of
curvatures, and normal and tangential tractions applied on the
shell major surfaces on strain energies of bending and stretching
deformations have been quantified. For laminated shells, trans-
verse shear and transverse normal stresses are computed using a
one-step stress recovery scheme (SRS) and an equivalent single
layer theory. No shear correction factor is used.

The transverse shear and the transverse normal stresses com-
puted with the SRS are found to be close to those obtained
by analyzing 3D deformations with the linear elasticity theory
(LET). For a/h = 10 and R/a = 1, the centroidal deflection of
a laminated shell predicted by the TSNDT agrees well with that
obtained from the solution of the 3D LET equations with the
difference between the two less than 3 and 7% for spherical and
cylindrical shells, respectively. These differences decrease with a
decrease in the shell curvature.

For shells made of an isotropic material the transverse shear
stresses at points located in the vicinity of an edge (at a distance
less than 5.5% edge-length) predicted by the TSNDT differ from
the corresponding 3D LET solutions by ∼13% when they are
obtained from constitutive relations. This difference reduces to
∼8% when the SRS is employed to find them. However, the in-
plane axial stresses near an edge computed from the TSNDT
differ by only 3% from the corresponding 3D LET solutions.
The transverse normal stress computed from the constitutive
relation and the TSNDT displacements differs from the applied
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normal traction on the major surfaces by about 20% and does
not exhibit the “boundary layer” phenomenon near the major
surfaces as predicted by the 3D LET. However, when this stress
is computed using the SRS the normal traction boundary con-
ditions are satisfied with at most 3% error and the boundary
layer effect is accurately captured. Similarly, for a cantilever shell
subjected to equal and opposite tangential tractions on the two
major surfaces, the transverse shear stress obtained directly from
the constitutive relation differs from the applied tangential trac-
tion on a major surface near the clamped edge by about 14%
which is reduced to 0.7% when the SRS is employed. For all
problems studied, the one-step SRS gave accurate values of the
transverse shear and the transverse normal stresses.

For a monolithic clamped spherical shell subjected to uni-
form normal traction on a major surface, the strain energy of
in-plane deformations increases and that of transverse deforma-
tions decreases with an increase in either the aspect ratio (a/h)
for a given radius of curvature R or the ratio R/a for a given a/h.
For a thick shell with a/h= 5 and R/a= 10, the in-plane and the
transverse deformations contribute nearly equally to the total
strain energy. The strain energy of a shell almost equals that of
a plate for R/a > 10. For a shell with R/a = 1 and a/h > 30, the
strain energies of stretching deformations exceeds 90% of the
total strain energy. However, for a shell with R/a = 10 and a/h
< 20, the strain energy of bending deformations exceeds 90%
of the total strain energy. For a shell with an aspect ratio of 10,
the in-plane deformations contribute more as compared to the
transverse deformations to the strain energy of bending defor-
mations.However, for thick shells (a/h= 5), the in-plane and the
transverse deformations contribute about equally to the strain
energy of bending deformations.

For a monolithic cantilever spherical shell subjected to equal
and opposite tangential tractions on the outer and the inner sur-
faces, transverse shear deformations contribute about 20% to
the total strain energy of deformation for R/a = 1 and a/h =
2, and this contribution decreases with an increase in the aspect
ratio. For R/a= 10, the shell deforms completely in bendingwith
almost no stretching deformations when the aspect ratio equals
5. However, for a thin shell (a/h = 50), stretching deformations
contribute ∼20% to the total strain energy.

The close agreement between results from the TSNDT and
the 3D LET for a large variety of problems studied herein sug-
gests that the TSNDT can be used to optimally design doubly
curved shells subjected to generalized tractions.
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Appendix A

ThematricesZi (i= 0, 1, 2, 3) and the operatormatrix L appear-
ing in Eq. (4) are given by Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2), respectively:

Zi =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

(y3)i

H1
0 0 0

(y3)i

R1H1
0 0 0 0

0
(y3)i

H2
0 0

(y3)i

R2H2
0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 i x (y3)i−1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0
i x (y3)i−1 + (i − 1) x (y3)i/R2

H2
0

(y3)i

H2
0

0 0 0 0 0 0
i x (y3)i−1 + (i − 1) x (y3)i/R1

H1
0

(y3)i

H1

0 0
(y3)i

H2

(y3)i

H1
0 0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (A.1)

L =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

∂

∂y1
0 0

0
∂

∂y2
0

∂

∂y2
0 0

0
∂

∂y1
0

0 0 1

0 1 0

1 0 0

0 0
∂

∂y2
0 0

∂

∂y1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (A.2)

Appendix B

The derivation of equations governing static deformations of the
shell using the principle of minimum potential energy based on
the finite element (FE) formulation of the problem is presented
in this section.

The equilibrium equations are derived from Eq. (B.1), which
is obtained by substituting Eqs. (8.1) and (8.2) into Eq. (8) rep-
resenting the principle of minimum potential energy:

δ� =
N∑
k=1

∫
�k

(
δ∈k)Tσk d�k −

∫
Ā
δdT f̄ dĀ = 0. (B.1)

The nomenclatures of various terms in Eq. (B.1) are given in
Section 2. We substitute in Eq. (B.1) for σk in terms of ∈k from
Eq. (7), and substitute for∈k in terms of the generalized displace-
ments defined on themid-surface of the shell from Eq. (4). Also,
we substitute for d in terms of di (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) from Eq. (3).
In the resulting expression for δ�, we integrate with respect
to y3 over the shell thickness to obtain the following integral
equation:

δ� =
∫ b

0

∫ a

0
δdTi L

TDij Ldj dy1dy2 −
∫
Ā
δdTi (y3)

i f̄ dĀ = 0

(i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3), (B.2)

where

Dij =
N∑
k=1

∫ hk+1

hk
ZT
i C

kZj dy3. (B.2.1)

We discretize the mid-surface, � = [0, a] × [0, b], of the
shell into a FE mesh of Ne disjoint 8-node iso-parametric ele-
ments where the region�e occupied by the element e is given by,
�e = [ye1, ye+1

1 ] x [ye2, ye+1
2 ]. Thus, δ� equals the sum of inte-

grals over each element. The 12-dimensional vector d̄ of gen-
eralized displacements at a point in an element is expressed in
terms of values of d̄ at the 8-nodes using the FE basis functions.
The total number of unknowns in the problem equals 12Nnode,
where Nnode = the number of nodes. We note that in the FE
formulation of the corresponding 3D problem, the number of
unknowns= 3N∗

node. Since N
∗
node>>Nnode, the total number of

unknowns for the TSNDT is<< than that for the 3D problem.
The degrees of freedom associated with the ith node are indi-

cated by adding a superscript i to variables in Eq. (3.1). That is,

di0 = [
ui10 ui20 ui30

]T
, di1 = [

ui11 ui21 ui31
]T
,

di2 = [
ui12 ui22 ui32

]T and di3 = [
ui13 ui23 ui33

]T
. (B.3)

Thus, the vector of generalized variables dj (j = 0, 1, 2, 3)
of a point in an element e can be expressed in terms of the 24-
D vector dej = [d1j , d2j , . . . , d8j ] containing values of dj at the
8-nodes of the element as follows:

dj = � dej (j = 0, 1, 2, 3), (B.4)

where � is a (3 × 24) matrix containing shape functions
(ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψ8) associated with the 8 nodes of the element
given by:

� = [ψ1I ψ2I... ψ8I ], (B.4.1)

in which I is a (3 × 3) identity matrix.
Substituting for dm (m = 0, 1, 2, 3) from Eq. (B.4) into

Eq. (B.2), the first variation of the total potential energy of a typ-
ical element is given by:

δ�e = δdei
T Ke

ijd
e
j − δdei

T
(T+e

i + T−e
i + P+e

i + P−e
i

+Q+e
i + Q−e

i ) = 0 (i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3).
(B.5)

The elemental stiffness matrices Ke
ij and the elemental

load vectors T±e
i , P±e

i , Q
±e
i (i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3) appearing in
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Eq. (B.5) are given by:

Ke
ij =

∫ ye+1
2

ye2

∫ ye+1
1

ye1
BTDijB dy1dy2, whereB = L�, (B.6)

T±e
i =

∫ ye+1
2

ye2

∫ ye+1
1

ye1
(y3)i�Tf±dy1dy2,

P±e
i =

∫ ye+1
2

ye2

∫ h/2

−h/2
(y3)i�Tp±dy3dy2,

Q±e
i =

∫ ye+1
1

ye1

∫ h/2

−h/2
(y3)i�Tq±dy3dy1 (B.7)

where f+ and f− are the surface tractions prescribed on the outer
and the inner surfaces, respectively; and p+, p−, q+, and q−

are the surface tractions prescribed on the edge surfaces, y1 = a,
y1 = 0, y2 = b, and y2 = 0, respectively.

Recalling that variations in generalized displacements are
arbitrary except at nodes where they are prescribed, we get the
following equilibrium equations for a FE:

Ke
00d

e
0 + 1

2
(
Ke

01 + Ke
10

T ) de1 + 1
2
(
Ke

02 + Ke
20

T ) de2
+1
2
(
Ke

03 + Ke
30

T ) de3 = Fe0

1
2
(
Ke

10 + Ke
01

T ) de0 + Ke
11d

e
1 + 1

2
(
Ke

12 + Ke
21

T ) de2
+1
2
(
Ke

13 + Ke
31

T ) de3 = Fe1

1
2
(
Ke

20 + Ke
02

T ) de0 + 1
2
(
Ke

21 + Ke
12

T ) de1 + Ke
22d

e
2

+1
2
(
Ke

23 + Ke
32

T ) de3 = Fe2

1
2
(
Ke

30 + Ke
03

T ) de0 + 1
2
(
Ke

31 + Ke
13

T ) de1
+1
2
(
Ke

32 + Ke
23

T ) de2 + Ke
33d

e
3 = Fe3 (B.8)

where

Fei = T+e
i + T−e

i + P+e
i + P−e

i + Q+e
i + Q−e

i (i = 0, 1, 2, 3).
(B.8.1)

Equations (B.8) are assembled using the standard technique
to obtain:

KU = F, (B.9)

where

K

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

K00
1
2
(
K01 + KT

10
) 1

2
(
K02 + KT

20
) 1

2
(
K03 + KT

30
)

1
2
(K10 + KT

01) K11
1
2
(
K12 + KT

21
) 1

2
(K13 + KT

31)

1
2
(K20 + KT

02)
1
2
(
K21 + KT

12
)

K22
1
2
(K23 + KT

32)

1
2
(
K30 + KT

03
) 1

2
(K31 + KT

13)
1
2
(K32 + KT

23) K33

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

U =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

U0

U1

U2

U3

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, F =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

F0

F1

F2

F3

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (B.10)

in which U0, U1, U2, and U3 are the global vectors of general-
ized displacements, slopes, curvature, and curvature gradients,
respectively.
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